Abstract

This paperwork proposes the implementation of a new cloud service IDEaaS (Integrated Development Environment as a Service) to become part of the existing core services. The development of an IDE environment fully supporting Google Cloud Python SDK (Software Development Kit) on the cloud infrastructure is the primary focus of this work. The objective is in fulfilling the need to have a development environment totally independent from personal desktop environments as part of the cloud core services. The paper work also addresses how this migration could become part of the rest of cloud infrastructures provided from Microsoft, Amazon and any other cloud investors in the market. This may be part of the services and business models adopted from the major existing Cloud providers as well as new entries in this important emerging technology. Two new and important cloud application business models derive from the IDEaaS: PaygoC (Pay as you go Coding) and ODC (On Demand Coding). This paper work is going to demonstrate their feasibility as well as unfold their benefits.
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